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One ch:;Lracter istic feature of a rel ative clause in Yoruba 
is that it is introduced by t.he relative particle ti 'that'. The 
occurrence o~ thls particle is , therefore, sometimes believed to 
be a sufficient indication that a noun phrase contains a rela:tiYe 
clause. Thus in sentences (1} to (3), the subjec~ o~ each 
sentence ls considered to be a noun phrase containing r;i. :relative 
clause. 

(1) lve ti mo ra dara 
book that I buy good 
' The book that I bough~ is good 1 

(2) rira t! mo ra l w~ dara 
buying Lhat I buy book good 
' The buying tha" I 'bought a book is good ' 
i.e. ' Tbe ~act that I bought a book is good ' 

(3) k!ak!a ~i mo ra lwe da.ra 
~uickl.y that I buy book good 
' Quickly that I bought a book is good ' 
i.e. ' The fclct that I bought a book o_uickJy is 

good ' 

Since the rel ative clause must have a noun antecedent or *head 1 to 
which it is a ' qualifier ', the initial word in each of the above 

1sentences is therefore automatically regarded as the noun head. 
A close scrutiny of the above sentences , hovever , r eveals 

i mportant differences between (l) on thf' one ha.nd t and (2)- (3) on 
the other. Semantically , a restrictive relative clause provides 
additional information about the noun it qua.lifies. 2 Thus in (1) 
we are told that there is a. book , and that the book is t.he 
particular one bought by the speake~. In contrast to this, (2) 
does not ref er to a particular type or 'buying ' nor does (3) to 
a particular kind of ' quickly ' . Rather the reference is respectively 
to the fact of buying a book, and of buyLog it quickly . 

The semantic dirference noted above is paralleled b'f a number 
of syni;actk diff'erences. First:y, .it is possible to dele1;e the 
relative clause in (1) and yet have a grammatical sentence that 
retains the essential meaning of the original sentence . Thus. 
although (1) can pass as an expansion of(~) , neither (5) nor (6) 
appears to be grammatical , and they are far removed from the 
meanings of (2) and (3) respectivel,.v . 
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(4) iwe dara 
book good 
'The book is good' 

(5) l,;d_ra 4ara 
buying good 
' Tbe buying is good ' 

(6) ~kS'.a.k1a. ds.ra. 
quickly good 
' Quickly is good ' 

Secondly, the meaning expressed in (1) can be captured by 
~he sentences in (T) but no such sentences are available for (2} 
and (3 }. 

(7) hre .ka.n wa; mo r a. twe naa; lwe naa dara 
book one is; I buy book the ; book the good 
' There is a certain book ; I bought the book; 

the book is good ' . 
(8) ,¼r1:ra .kan VS.; JnO r-a rfre. I.We naa ; r ira naa 

buying one is; l buy buying book the ; buying the 
dare. 
good 

'There is a certain buying~ ! bought the buying of 
the book; the buying is goodT 

'9) ¾,kf.ak!.a . kan wa; m.o ra k1ak!a .t,.,f naa , ki a.ld a. 
quickly one is ; I buy quickly book the i quickly na.a da.ra 

the gooa 
' There is a certain quickl y ; I bought the quickly 

of the book ; the quickly is good ' 

Quite apart ~rom the ungrammaticality o! (8) and (9}, the meanings 
conveyed by these sentences, to tbe extent that such meaniAgs can 
be grasped, are very different from the meanings of (2} and (3) 
respectively . 3 

~hirdly, tbe relative clause in (1) can be questioned by 
.wo ' vhich ', but neither of th~ t.ro a.na.logous clauses in (2) and 
(3) can be so q_uest.:oned . The following sentences illustrate this 
point: 

(10) 1We . WO ni O dara? 
' Which boo.k is good? ' 

(ll) *r1ra .WO ni O dara? 
' Which buying is g~od? 1 

(12) *k1ak1a ,WO ni 6 dara? 
' Which q1...ickly is good? 1 

Although (10) is a possible questio-ning 0£ the relative clause 
in (1) , the analo~ous questions for (2) and (3) appear to be not 
only ungra.mrnat.ical but inapp:ropriat..e to the sentences concerned. 
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Considering the semantic and syntactic differences outlined 
above, it is clear that sentence (1) on the one hand, and 
sen~ences (2) and (3) on ~he other do not belong together . 
Whereas it makes sense ~o talk of n head and a qual:fier in 
respect of the noun rhr ase in (1), the sru:-,e djvisior. is inappro-
priate and merulingl ess for (2) apd (3). Ia fa.ct, chese two 
sentences contain instances of a factiv~ oomi.~alization ~hich 
presupposes the truth or the action or state asserted in the 
sentence that is nominalized. Tbas in (2) there is a presupposi~ion 
that a book is bought and in (3) t.hat: this book is bo•.1ght quickly. 
An alternati ve way of forming a fact~vc noncrr,.l i zntion is by 
adding I& ' that ' to the sentence . Thus (2) and (3) could as well 
be expressed by (13a) and (13b) respec~ively where the E§. form 
of the nomina.lization subs~itutes for the pseudo relative 
constru.ction: 

(13) a. pe mo ra t~e dara 
that I buy book F,ood 
' '1-'he fact that I bought a book is good ' 

b . pe mo ra 1we k1~k1a dara 
that I buy book q,.u c1'..l., good 
' The fact that I bought a book quickly is 

good ' 

Sentences such as (13) result from a movement trnnGformation in 
which the factive rtominalL:.ati;:m ~riginally occurrir..g after a verb 
is moved to become the superficial subject thus replacing the 
impersonal subject 6 'it '. Thus (13a) is derived frcn (14a) . 
The fa.ctive nominalization also has two o"ther varian;;n introduced 
by b! and li as sbowu in ( 14b) and (12:c) respectively . 

,.(14) a . dara pe mo ru he0 

it good that 1 buy boo.k ., .... .,
b. 0 dara b1 mo fe rn iwe 

-it good a.s buy book-,...... 6 dara ~l mo rEI iwe... .,. 

it good that I buy book 
' It is good that I bought a book ' 

i . e . ' The fact that 1 bought li book is 
good' 

A fact i ve nominaliza.tion typically oecurs as _subj ect witb 
verbs ~hat can take the impersonal. suoJect ~ ' it '. Examples of 
such ver os a r e dara ' be good I ~ nun I yain I 1 °WU I please I ' SU I tire I ' 

b1 n {DU ' make angry '', dun IDQ 1 be pleasing to 1 , ya, l~DU I surprise I. 
Whereas a nonimpersonal verb ca.n occur with a truereiative clause, 
such occurrence is not oossible vith a r~ctive nomioa.ll2atian . 
Thus , the noun phrase i; (1) whlcb contains e rela~ive clause can 
occur with the ve-rb t6bi ' be big ' as in (15a.), but th~ noun phrase 
in (2) cannot so occur, as the impossibility of {15b) illustrates . 
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(15) a. iwe tf mo ra tobi 

b. 
' The book ~hat I bought 

*r!ra ti mo ra !we tob! 
is big' 

c. 
' The .fact that J bought a 

~6 tobi pe mo ra ive 
book is big' 

'It is big that I bought a book ' 

The impossibiilty of (15b) is not just a factor of the 
incompatibility of subject and verb in terms of selectional 
restrictions . It derives directly from the ract that the verb 
in question cannot occur -with s.n impersonal subject as the non-
occurrence of (15c} shows . 

The cJ aim has been ma.de earl.ier that the noun phrase in 

{l) twe ti mo ra dara 
book ~hat~ buy good 
'The book that I bought is good 1 

is a case of the occurrence of n ~rue rcla~ive clause . But 
there is, in ra.ct~ a.no-Cher reading of (1) whicli makes i!. a 
factive nominalization as well, i.e. 

(16) !we ti mo ra dara 
book that I buy good 
'The fact that I bought a book is gooa • 

which is identical in meaning vi-i.b (13a) and (14~) . This fact 
is interesting in that it sho~a tha~ the pseudo relative clause 
is s uniform way of expressing a factive oomine.lization. Thus 
(1) is both a noun phrase containing a head noun plus a rela.ti11e 
clause qualifier. and a factive nom.inalization. This ambiguity 
is clearly borne out by the two dLf.ferenl::. meanings a.nd the fact 
that {16) can be substituted by one of the variants of a factive 
nominalizetion. 

That. noun phrases analogous to the one in (lG) ca.n be 
interpreted as n £active nominalization is something which can 
be easily demonstrated. In the ffrst place, there are such 
-phrases which admit only of -:.his interpretation. For example , 

(17) 9r~ mi to k1 ni ko Jf ki n w 
friend my that he dled is not let that I com~ 
' It vas the fact tilat. my friend died t.hat 

prevented me from coming ' 

ca.n only be interpreted as a ~active nominalit.ution. Any attempt 
to interpret it as a relative c1ause will give the nonsensical 
meaning tnat my friend whc was already dead was able to prevent 
me from coming. Secondly, there is a difference in the 
questioning of the two types of noun phrases . This dift'erence 
is best. .illustrated in the case of an ambiguous seni;ence such a.s 

(18) 9r~ mi t6 de ni ko j~ kl n ~a 
friend my that he arrived is not let that I come 
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(18) a . ' It was m..v friend that arrived that prevented 
me from coming ' 

b . ' It was the ~act that my friend arrived that 
p~~v~ted m~ f~om comirtg1 

The (a) meaning corresponds to the interyr~tation as a relative 
cl ause , while the (b) meaning corresponds to the inter pretation 
as a factive nom.i.nlil~zation . The approprlate questioning or the 
noun phrases is as rollo-ws: 

.,,
(19) a . ta ni ko J~ kl n wa 

who is not let that I come 
!Who prevented me from coming?' 

b . k { ni ko J~ k1 n "a 
what is not let that I come 
'What prevented me from coming? ' 

(l9a) is the appropriate question for the noun phrase wi~h a 
relative clause which is n human NP and the Causer in the sentence . 
On the other hand , (19b) is the appropriate question for the 
£active nomina.lization ~hich is a non-human NP haVing the role 
o~ Instrument in the sentence . 

Just as there is ambiguity in the interpreta~ion of (1) as 
a relative clause and as a factive nominalization as in (13), a 
similar kind of ambiguity may be observed io (2) and (3) . A 
careful reading of the ~wo sentences will show that in addition 
to th.e meaning alre&dy given showi..J)g them t-o be a fa.cti-ve 
nominalization, there is enother possi~:e meaning as may be 
illustrated in the sentences : 

(20) r1ra t ~ mo ra twe dara 
' The mannE.r in which I bought a. book i& good ' 

(21) k1a.k1a t1 mo ra lwe da.ra 
' The wa.y in which I bought a. book quickly is 

good' 

This second meaning suggests that there is another type of 
nominaliza.tion , a manner nominalization , which is attested in 
(20) and {21} . 4 Proof that this ~s the case is that the two 
sentences have variants wblch are manner nominalizations. Thus 
(20) has the variant (22) , and (21} bas the variant · (23). 

(22) b1 mo ~era iwe dara 
' The manner in which: bought a book is good ' 

(23) b! mo se ra 1we k1a.kia dara 
' The w~y in vhich 1 bought a book quickly 

is good' 

It can be seen , therefore> that any sentence of the type (2) 
and ( 3) or (20) and (21) containing a reduplica.ted "verbal noun•r 
or an adverb followed by a sentence introduced by t 1 is ambiguous 
a.s between a. f a ctive and a manner nom.in&lization . 5 Thus , any 
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sentence of the form (2) or (20) can be interpreted either as 
(l3a} or (22). 

The conclusion from the foregoing is that not al.l clauses 
introduced by ti in Yoruba are to be regarded as relative clauses . 
As we have seen> Lhe clauses in (1), (2) and (3) are $0 introduced, 
but they are all one variant of a ractive nominalization, ~hile 
(2) and (3) can also be interpreted as a manner nominalization. 
Only the clause in (1) can be interpreted as a relative clause 
qualifying a noun head. 

One important implication of this finding is th.at it will no 
longer be sufficient to use the mere presence oft! a~ evidence of 
nominal status . In a factive or manner nomina.lization in which 
ti occurs, it is the whole phrase, and not just the word preceding 
t 1, that is a nominal . Where a word preceding ~1 can be interpreted 
as a noun, this is simply because such a word can be identified 
independently as a noun in another context . For exan1ple , !we 
' book' is a noun in (1) simply because it can be identified as such 
in (2h). 

(1) twe 'ti mo ra dara 
book that I buy good 
' The book that I bought is good' 

(24) mo ra twe 
I buy book 
' I bought a. book ' 

In contra.st to this , the form r!ra •bu.ying1 in 

(2) r1ra ti mo ra l~e dara 
buying that I 'buy book good 
tThe buying that I bought a. book is good ' 

i.e. ' The fa.ct that I bought a book is good ' 

is not present in (24) . It only derives from the verb ra 'buy' 
which has to be obligatorily converted into a nomina:ized form in 
the factive or manner nominalization . Its occurrence in (2) cannot 
therefore be taken as evidence ~hat it is a noun. Similarly, 
k1akfa " q.tickly ' ja (3) derives from a basic sentence (25) in which 
this word functions as an adverb. 

(3) kl akla t1 mo ra lwe dara 
quickly that I buy book good 
' Quickly Lhat I boi1ght a book ls good' i.e . 

'The fact that I bought e book quickly is good ' 
(25) mo ra iwe k1Wa 

1 buy book quickly 
'I bought a book quickly' 

Its occurrence before ti in (3) does not , theref'ore , confer nominal 
status. on it. 

It should be clear by nov that ~hat happens in this variant 
of a :factiire or manner nominalizat.:on is the shi:'ting of an element 
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in the sentence to the position before t i. In the case of a 
factive nominalization , the item so shifted is a noun , a verb, or 
an adverb {with the verb being automatically changed into a 
nominalized form) , and in the case of a manner nomlnalization, 
the item shifted is a verb or an adverb . The shifting , of course , 
i mposes a sl ight emphasis on the item so shifted . Although 
relativization also involves the shifting of an item to the 
position before t! , the main difference between it and a factive 
or manner nominalization is that only a noun may be shifted in 
relativization . 

If Lhe arguments and concl usions presented above are valid, 
there will be need in Yoruba grammar to distinguish f i rstly between 
relatlvization and nominalization . The former involves a head 
noun and a quali f ying clause , while i;he latter is only a nominal 

6derived by the nominalization of a sentence . Secondly , relati-
vization will have to be seen as a process applicable to nouns 
only and not to any other word class . 

Footnotes 

!For an example of this type of analysis , see Awobuluyi 
{1972 , 1974) . 

2Keenan (1972 :169) refers to this aspect of a restrictive 
relative clause by saying that such a clause specifies a domain 
(i . e . ' a larger set of individuals ' ) and a restricting sentence 
{i . e . ' those members [of the setJ which have the property 
expressed by a certain sentence ' ).

3Thompson (1971) has drawn att ention to the fact that even 
restrictive relative clauses have conjoined sentence paraphrases; 
hence , she proposes conjoined sentences as the deep source for 
relative clauses . Rowever, Schachter (1972:17-19) has shown that 
there are certain idioms in English for which such paraphrases 
are l acking, e . g . ' The headway that we made was satisfactory ' 
(Note that this does not invalidate the point made in respect 
to sentences (7)- (9) since they are not idioms of any sort) . For 
this reason, both the conjoined sentence derivation and the 
"matching analysis" •,hich requires identity of NP ' s are rejected. 
The proposal that is favoured in this paper is the "promotion 
analysis" which requires that the relativized NP be·moved from 
an embedded sentence t o replace a dummy nominal in the matrix 
sentence . 

"'rhis ambiguity is correctly noted in Awobuluyi (1972) 
although he regards both inter pretations as two meanings of the 
same relati ve clause . Cf. hi s earlier position in which he 
regards sentences such as (22) and (23) as non- instances of a 
relat i ve clause construction. See Awobuluyi (1967 :195) . 

5I n Awobuluyi (1972) , it is stated that the ambiguity between 
' fact ' and ' manner ' in a sentence such as 1119 r~ ya mi l ' ~nu 
' The fact that he went surprised me ' or ' 'I'fie manner or way 1n 
which he went surprised me ' is "lexical rather than structural" . 
On the contrary, I feel that this ambiguity is syntactic relating 
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to whether what we are dealing with is a factive or manner 
nominalization . Cf. Katz and Postal (19611 :122) who point out 
that such sentences are "'structurally ambiguous between a 
' factive ' and a 'manner' sense", and Newmeyer (1970 :413) who 
keeps the two interpretations apart by the noun heads ' act' 
and 'manner' i.e. he derives ' his going' from 'the act of his 
going' or 'the manner of his going'.

6schachter (1972) points out that relativization and 
ncminalization are both processes of converting sentences into 
nouns and that the essential difference between the two is that 
whereas nominalization leaves unaffected the relation of the 
parts of·the underlying sentence to one another, relativization 
divides the underlying sentential material into two parts--a noun 
which asswnes the role of head and a relative clause which 
asswnes the role of attribute . 
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